Welcome from Architecture Section Moderator Amy Trendler.

Introduction of 2014 Moderator Jesse Vestermark.

Nominations and election of 2015 Vice-Moderator: Cathryn Ziefle volunteered before the meeting and was elected by acclamation.

Reports:
AASL – Janine Henri reported on the 2013 AASL conference in San Francisco.

SAH – Ann Whiteside reported on the SAHARA initiative to capture architectural slide collections. A meeting to discuss this topic was planned for later in the conference and Whiteside invited interested parties to attend.

Ad-hoc Committee – Trendler and Vestermark reported on the discussion of the ad-hoc committee to discuss options following the section’s ARLIS/NA strategic plan discussion. The committee decided that the section should move forward with the blog and Vestermark proposed several means of soliciting content.

Discussion:
The group divided into smaller break-out discussion groups each tasked with offering ideas for a conference session, a conference workshop, a blog post topic, and a wildcard (another conference session, a project idea, or other). The groups discussed their ideas and presented the following at the wrap-up discussion:

- **Conference Session Ideas**
  - The state of electronic architectural documentation
  - Space usage in the library (research method/study habit-related)
Interactive digital projects with local architecture

Local architecture:
- Architectural resources
- City planning organizations
- Professional resources

The planning history of D.C.:
- Political roles
- Influences
- Patronage

Distance learning for architecture
- How do libraries fit in?
- How to support
- Future trends

Library politics: successes and challenges in navigating political waters with stakeholders (patrons, donors, faculty, students, administration, etc.)

♦ Conference Workshop Ideas
- NAAB report and visit preparation
- Hands-on work with architecture apps and ways to integrate them into instruction (a “hands-on” version of Cathryn Ziefle’s AASL lightning talk)
- Architectural archives in D.C. including hidden collections and how to use them

♦ Blog-Related Ideas
- Start by work-shopping conference proposals
- Build momentum with monthly introductory posts from various contributors
  - Who they are
  - Highlights of their collections
- Solicit content from non-ARLIS members of AASL
- A “blog-version of the lightning talks”

♦ Blog Post Topics
- Special collections in the classroom
- Avery’s new titles (cross-post or add Avery blog to blogroll)
- Scholarly communication
  - Open access
  - 3rd-party content
  - Copyright
  - The library’s role in the life of a student after they graduate
- Where do students land after architecture school?
- Unusual or challenging reference questions (list or ongoing?)
- Highlight video lectures and interviews

♦ Wildcard Ideas
- Listing of digital projects
- Plenary session: speaker from the National Building Museum on the planning of Washington D.C.

The meeting was adjourned, and the remainder of the time slot (approximately 30 minutes) was used for the Avery Index Users Group meeting (as previously arranged).